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A DIY OF
BEAUTY
Give yourself luxurious treatment 

at home — for a fraction of the 
cost you’d pay at the salon 

BY LAURA SCHREFFLER

F
or the gal on a budget, a few hours of beauty at  a favorite 
relaxation retreat is the monetary equivalent of a moment 
on the lips, a lifetime on the hips: it feels good at the time, 
but leaves your wallet  considerably emptier. Fortunately, 
independent  women can charter their own beauty desti-

nies by trying out treatments on themselves during these frugal times. 
     To keep your pockets padded and still look your best, take some 
advice from the experts on how to fake being a pro waxer, scrubber, 
shaper, tanner and (nail) painter. Your bank account will be very glad 
you did.

thersday

BODY SCRUB-A-DUB-DUB 
IN THE TUB 
“I’m a strong believer in 
creating ritual in daily life,” 
Caitlin Conn, director of skin-
care operations at Exhale 
Spa, maintains. Splurging on 
a scented exfoliator that will 
last a few months can help 
you relax and beats dropping 
hundreds on a spa. Or, if 
you’re really pinching pennies, 
make your own mixture. “Try 
a sea salt body scrub, which 
will refresh dull, tired skin 
instantly,” says Conn. “In a 
small bowl, combine ½ cup 
coarse sea salt, ¼ cup fi ne 
sea salt, 1 tablespoon sweet 
almond oil, 1 tablespoon 
jojoba oil and 5-7 drops of your 
favorite essential oil.” Slather 
on yourself in the shower for 
soft and healthy skin all over.

WAX ON (AND OFF)
The average bikini wax can run 
you over $25 a pop. Investing 
in a home kit is worth every 
penny, especially with tips from 
Serina Silvestro , esthetician at 
La Prairie at the Ritz-Carlton 
Spa in New York.  “Hair should 
be at least ¼ of an inch,” 
Silvestro states, adding, 
“Before you wax, be sure the 
area is dry and clean. Then, 
apply baby powder to ensure 
there is no moisture, allowing 
the wax to adhere better to 
the skin. Microwav eable wax 
is best: apply with a spatula in 
the direction of  hair growth. 
If you are using soft wax that 
requires a strip, pull the strip 
in the opposite direction.” 
FYI, gals, make sure you pull 
back and not up, as this could 
seriously bruise your skin. 

TIME TO GO BROW-SING 
Be your own brow expert 
with a pro-grade tweezer, like 
Tweezerman’s, that can pluck 
even the fi nest hairs and is 
built to last. Then heed  the 
advice of eyebrow specialist 
Rachel Gangemi of NYC’s 
Valery Joseph Salon : “When in 
doubt, leave the hair alone.” If 
you can’t stop plucking follow 
these tips: “Tweezing after 
showering is great, because 
the hair follicles are smooth, 
and the pull is softer on skin,” 
says Gangemi. “Tweeze every 
few days — not daily … and do 
NOT pluck above the eyebrow 
line! The angle you are coming 
from causes you to pluck the 
middle of the hair, leaving half 
the hair behind.”

Tanning is an art form. To get a 
beautiful bronze and avoid that 
pop-art orange, take the advice 
of tanning specialist Anna 
Stankiewicz of the Rita Hazan 
Salon. “First and foremost, prep 
your body before you apply self-
tanner. Exfoliate with a scrub 
that doesn’t contain oil, and 
focus on your feet, knees and 
elbows, as these are the spots 
that tend to collect the most 
color. Choose a self-tanner that 
is two shades darker than your 
natural skin color and that has 
a tint, so you can see where 
you’re applying.” Stankiewicz 
says, adding , “Start from the 
bottom up. Always go light on 
your face because you can add 
bronzer later. Start with the 
cheeks and gradually spread 
to the rest of the face. Lastly, 
make sure you wash your 
hands.”

MANI, PEDI, OH MY
To get the polished paws of 
the Hollywood set, look no 
further than Orly’s celebrity 
manicurist Jenna Hipp, who 
has painted the talons of A-
listers Scarlett Johansson and 
Fergie. “To begin, fi le nails and 
soak your hands in a bowl of 
warm, soapy water,”  coaches 
Hipp. “Then, use a cuticle 
treatment to hydrate. Exfoliate 
hands with a homemade 
mixture of olive oil and kosher 
salt for three minutes and 
rinse completely. Wipe nails 
clean with a polish remover 
to take away any excess oils. 
After the base coat has dried, 
apply two thin coats of nail 
polish, and fi nish with a top 
coat. Finally, step back and 
admire your work.”

Tweezerman 
polka-dot 
tweezers, $19.99  
at drugstore.com

Yellow OPI 
nail polish, 
$9 at 
Sephora.com

Instant 
Radiance 
Gradual Tan 
 body  lotion, 
$10.50 at 
BathAndBody
Works.com

Poetic home waxing kit, $45 
for up to 30 applications, at 
BlissWorld.com

Ole Henriksen New Beginning 
scrub, $24 at Sephora.com
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health

BY ELOISE PARKER 

I
magine a diet where you could eat whatever you 
wanted for lunch and dinner and lose weight without 
even hitting the gym. And it all costs less than a dol-
lar a day. No joke.    It’s bananas.

The Morning Banana Diet is the latest fad diet to 
hit the  U.S. It’s already created a shortage of the fruit 
in Japan, where the weight-loss craze originated. It 

was devised by Japanese pharmacist Sumiko Watanabe 
for her husband, who  lost 37 pounds on the plan, which 
he described as “stress free.”

The plan is simple: Eat only fresh bananas for break-
fast or brunch with sips of lukewarm water, enjoy a nor-
mal lunch, afternoon snack and dinner — no desserts — 
before 8 p.m. and be in bed before midnight. Exercise is 
optional.

A couple of days into trying the plan, I have to admit 
it’s easy. Two bananas keep me full  until lunch, which, ac-
cording to the rules, can be anything as long as there’s no 
dessert . Making the effort to eat before 8 and get to bed 
before midnight sounds more like common sense than a 
fad diet, but by day three I’m getting bored of eating only 

bananas for breakfast — and the scales haven’t moved.
Internet forums like Morningbanana.com wax lyrical 

on the supposed metabolism-boosting resistant starch 
found in slightly green bananas, and many repeat the sto-
ry of a Japanese actress who lost 26 pounds on the diet. 

Most people have only just begun the diet, and there’s 
a curious lack of impressive fi rst-person weight-loss sto-
ries posted, suggesting that the banana alone may 
not  be the magic bullet for weight loss that it’s 
 touted to be.

“There’s nothing magical about a banana,” 
says Bonnie Taub-Dix, a New York-based 
dieti tian and national spokeswoman for the 
American Dietetic Association.

“It’s high in fi ber and a very rich fruit, so 
it’s going to make you feel full, but instead of 
the morning banana diet, you could make it the 
morning yogurt diet, and you’d be getting a better 
blend of nutrients.”

The biggest problem, says Taub-Dix, is the lack of 
clear calorie guidelines, plus instructions that include 
“exercise only if you want to” and “eat anything you want 
for lunch and dinner.”

“It’s not well-defi ned or scientifi cally based,” she  says. 
“Whenever you have a diet that says eat all you want, 
there’s the possibility that people who are prone to over-
eating will have problems.”

And with anywhere from one to four bananas allowed 
for breakfast, there’s even more scope for calorie confu-

sion.
“Bananas can range anywhere from 60 calo-
ries to 180 depending on their size, and it’s all 

about how many calories you eat at the end 
of the day,” says Lisa Sasson, clinical  as-
sociate  professor of  nutrition and  food 
studies at NYU, who calls the metabolism-
boosting claims of the diet “preposterous.”

And while experts agree bananas are a 
wholesome source of carbs and potassium, 

eating too many can cause problems.
“The sugars in bananas adhere to your 

teeth more than other fruits, so eating them in the 
morning puts you at high risk of cavities,” says Sasson. 

“Bananas are also very constipating,” says Taub-
Dix. “You have to look at what “cheap and easy” means 
 because you pay a high price for improper eating.”

The Morning Banana 
Diet may be the

cheapest, easiest ever. 
But does it work?

LOSE A 
BUNCH

is that the tart citrus has unique 
fat-burning properties, which 
are maximized by  eating half a 
grapefruit before every meal.

“If all you had to do was eat a 
few grapefruits, we wouldn’t have 
a weight-loss problem,” scoffs 
Sasson. “Plus, certain medication 
like  statins [used to lower 
cholesterol] can be interfered 
with by eating grapefruit.”

PICKING FRUIT DIETS APART The banana isn’t the fi rst fruit to start a craze. Nutritionist 
Lisa Sasson guides us through some of the fads.

The Coconut Diet:  Based on 
the notion that coconut oil is 
metabolized more effi ciently 
 than other fats , it  suggests 
consuming two to three 
tablespoons of the oil daily. 

“Coconut oil is a high-calorie 
saturated fat,” explains Sasson. 
“It might not be as bad for your 
arteries as other fats, but the 
research is limited. If you eat 
too much fat, you’ll simply gain 
weight.”

The Pineapple 
Diet:  The idea: 
Eat only sweet 
pineapple fl esh 
for a limited 
time before 
reducing overall 
caloric intake to 
less than 1,000 
calories per 
day.

“Pineapples 
are nutritious, 
but very 
high -sugar. 
Consuming 
large amounts is an 
especially bad idea for a borderline 
diabetic,” 
warns Sasson. “As a tool for 
weight loss, it’s absolutely 
unfounded.” 

The Apple Cleanse: It’s apples 
only until dinnertime for a few 
days to “cleanse” your digestive 
system and jump-start weight 
loss on this short-term plan.

“You eat apples and don’t 
have to think,” shrugs Sasson. 
“It could work for a little bit, but 
how many apples can you eat 
before you’re not going to want to 
look at another apple? It doesn’t 
promote good long-term eating 
habits.”

The Lemon Diet: A celebrity 
favorite, “ the Master Cleanse” 
involves consuming nothing but 
an eye-watering “lemonade” 
made with fresh-squeezed lemon 
juice, maple syrup and cayenne 
pepper for a few days.

“Diets that promote quick 
weight loss are super-dangerous, 
lacking essential vitamins and 
minerals, and make you more 
vulnerable to gaining weight,” 
 says Sasson. “Lemons are very 
healthy, but the whole idea of 
fasting isn’t.”  E.P.

PHOTO BY GETTY IMAGES

Dietitians balk
 at the plan’s 
green light 

to  ‘eat all you 
want.’ 
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